After a general introduction by the facilitator Denis DUFLO the meeting was opened for discussion and comments. The major points are recorded here

- In order to insure the ICC development, it has been pointed out that the International spirit must be promoted and supported in all districts.
- In this respect, the necessity to identify the Rotarians members having an International sensibility, International mindset with already existing or potential international relationships has been mentioned.
- Communication: This is a very important topic. Every single ICC tentative must be communicated; successful or not each tentative must be known by all in order to arouse individual and collective curiosity.
- Each of us must be the Representative and the Ambassadors of our CIP
- All the different international Networks must be formalized. The idea could be to find who could be interested to come and mutualise the different experiences within the ICC’s.
- It appears as very important to get the official recognition of the ICC’s by the Rotary International. We must all convince the governors of the absolute necessity of international actions. The friendship has NO border.
• Credibility is in actions and can come from personal initiatives. We have to go towards the governors, convince the districts, the clubs, organize seminars, and invite the coordinators.

• Suggestion: it has been mentioned that this working session should take place at the very beginning of the two days ICC meeting allowing then to share the ideas during the rest of the time.